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ABSTRACT 

The skeleton of a tridimensional object is split into a number of components, either simple 
arcs or simple curves, by means of an iterated removal of peripheral skeleton subsets. Each 
component is vectorised ana characterised by a number of quantitative features related to 
geometrical properties of the region of the object mapped into the skeleton component. An 
ordering of the components is done, based on the iteration at which components are detected 
as peripheral. The proposed skeleton decomposition can be suitably employed in a 
recognition task. 

1. Introduction 

A recognition task can be accomplished by matching the object at hand with all the 
recorded prototypes. Both to save memory occupation and to facilitate matching, it is 
often convenient to perform recognition using suitable linear representations of the 
objects, expressed in vector form, instead of objects in their bit-map representation [1,2]. 
rhe contour and the skeleton are instances of suitable linear representations, for 
bidimensional objects in binary pictures. In this paper, we will consider the labelled 
skeleton, that is a linear subset of the object, reflecting the topological and geometrical 
properties of the object and having its pixels labelled with their distance from the 
complement of the object. Skeletons computed using good approximations of the 
Euclidean distance are almost stable and are then preferable for applications. 

When the skeleton has complex structure, matching is favoured if the skeleton is 
decomposed into elementary parts that are hierarchically arranged. A straightforward 
decomposition obtained by splitting the skeleton at the branch points, i.e., the pixels 
where branches and loops meet each other, does not give complete evidence to the 
structure of the underlying object. In fact, it fragments the loops into their constituting 
branches and divides the skeleton into a number of branches that may be too large. 

If the basic components of the skeleton (i.e., branches and loops) are identified, a 
more meaningful decomposition becomes available. To be suited for matching, the 
decomposition should be stable, its parts should be quantitatively characterised, 
information on their spatial relationships should be available and a hierarchy should be 



built. We present a hierarchical decomposition method to identify and simultaneously 
vectorise branches and loops of the skeleton, defined in this paper as simple arcs and 
simple curves respectively [3]. Vectorisation allows one to store the skeleton in compact 
form and can facilitate successive tasks [4]. Decomposition is accomplished via ail 
iterated tracing-and-deleting that at each iteration removes from the skeleton the 
currently peripheral branches and loops. During tracing-and-deleting, pixel removal is 
properly done, so as to keep constant the total number of loops (i.e., the number of the 
already vectorised loops plus the number of the loops still to be identified in the 
skeleton). Basic components are ranked in such a way that the highest hierarchy level 
includes the innermost components. The hierarchy has a number of levels equal to the 
number of iterations of tracing-and-deleting. Quantitative features which account for 
geometrical properties of the object subset mapped into the skeleton component are 
associated to each component. 

2. Notions 

Let S be the 8-connected labelled skeleton computed according to the (3,4)-distance, 
see [5] and the references therein. Without loss of generality, we suppose that S consists 
of one component. 

End points, normal points and branch points are pixels of S having respectively one 
neighbour, two neighbours and more than two neighbours in S . Due to the discrete 
nature of the digital plane, branch points are often grouped into connected components, 
that we call clusters. See Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Examples of branch point clusters (grey pixels). 

A loop is any simple closed curve of S surrounding one component of the 
complement of S and having its pixels all 4-adjacent to that component. A loop includes 
normal points and, generally, a few branch points. A loop is termed peripheral loop if 
exactly one connected component of normal points belonging exclusively to that loop is 
found, when tracing the loop from the inside. 

A skeleton branch is a simple arc of S, which is not a subset of a skeleton loop and 
consists entirely of normal points except for the extremes of the arc. Branches delimited 
by end points are termed peripheral branches. 

Quantitative features of a skeleton component, accounting for geometrical properties 
of the corresponding object subset, are the length, the average label of its pixels and the 
number of curvature extrema. The length of the component accounts for the elongation 
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of the region and is computed in a quasi Euclidean way by using the (3,4)-distance to 
measure the unit moves necessary to trace the component. The average label of the pixels 
in the component reflects the average thickness of the corresponding region. The number 
of curvature extrema along the skeleton component gives an indication of region 
orientation. 

Three lists, , and Lg are used to access the skeleton pixels. For each loop of S, 
Lff records an entry point, i.e., a pixel of the component of the complement of S 
surrounded by the loop. The entry point is used to grasp the loop and guarantee that loop 
tracing is accomplished from the inside. The entry points are recorded after the 
components of the complement of S have been identified by means of a connected 
component labelling. The lists L& and Lb record the pixels initially classified as end 
points and branch points, respectively. Branch points are also marked on the skeleton, so 
as to easily recognise them while applying tracing-and-deleting. 

3. Skeleton parts 

To identify in a parallel fashion the current peripheral skeleton components, and to 
ascribe them to the current hierarchy level, we resort to an iterated tracing-and-deleting 
technique [6]. Tracing of skeleton components starts from the peripheral ones and goes 
toward more internal components with simultaneous removal of the traced components. 
In fact, pixels classified as branch points in the initial skeleton may have been 
transformed into end points or normal points, so that new peripheral branches or new 
peripheral loops become available. Indeed, a cluster simplification process is also 
accomplished after every iteration, to delete branch points that might have become 
superfluous for connectedness preservation due to removal of the vectorised part of the 
skeleton. The branch point marker is removed from pixels transformed into end points or 
normal points. 

The peripheral branches can easily be accessed via Le and Zg. In fact, the end points 
found on the initial skeleton are recorded in the list Le. Those originated after tracing-
and-deleting and cluster simplification are found in the list L$. Every peripheral branch is 
traced-and-deleted from its first extreme (end point) up to the first encountered marked 
pixel (branch point), this pixel excluded because its deletion might locally disconnect the 
remaining part of the skeleton. The peripheral skeleton branch is vectorised and is 
ascribed to the current level of the hierarchy. During vectorisation, quantitative features 
characterising every component are computed and the adjacency relations with the other 
components are checked. Adjacency takes place in correspondence of clusters of branch 
points. 

Identification of peripheral loops is not equally trivial and requires two steps. The 
first step is done to find out all the skeleton subsets that can be interpreted as loops. 
Starting from every entry point recorded in , the corresponding close curve of the 
skeleton, surrounding the region enclosing the entry point, is accessed and traced to 
establish whether it is a simple curve and, hence, a loop. Every completely traced close 
curve is simple if none of its pixels is encountered more than once. The second step 
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allows one to extract among all loops only the ones peripheral at the current iteration. To 
this purpose, all loops are again traced from the inside on a copy of the current skeleton, 
stored in an auxiliary array, and the pixels of the loops are labelled with the number of 
times they are visited during tracing (see Figure 2). Pixels marked as branch points 
preserve the marker and are not labelled. Labelling the pixels of the loops in the auxiliary 
array allows one to count easily the components of normal points belonging exclusively 
to a single loop (i.e., the pixels labelled "1"), hence to identify the peripheral loops. 
Finally, every peripheral loop is subjected to tracing-and-deleting, but only skeletal 
pixels belonging exclusively to that loop are actually deleted (in both arrays). Otherwise, 
loops classified as non peripheral at the current iteration and sharing pixels with the 
removed loop could be destroyed. Loop pixels labelled " 1" in the auxiliary array can be 
safely removed, as they belong exclusively to the peripheral loop at hand; pixels labelled 
"2" belong also to another loop and cannot be removed. Pixels marked as branch points 
are not removed. Even if not all the pixels of a peripheral loop are removed, the entire 
peripheral loop is vectorised and ascribed to the current hierarchy level. Quantitative 
features are computed and adjacency with other components is checked. Adjacency takes 
place in correspondence of clusters of branch points and whenever pixels belonging to 
more than one loop are encountered during vectorisation. 

Figure 2. Labelling resulting after loops have been traced. Letters S and В denote skeletal pixels and 
branch points. Integers indicate the number of times normal points belonging to loops are traced. 

Once all the currently peripheral loops and branches have been extracted, the current 
level of the hierarchy is complete. Cluster simplification is accomplished to identify new 
peripheral subsets and ascribe them to the successive hierarchy level. 

The pixels of any cluster of branch points are sequentially accessed via Lg and a 
pixel is removed if it has at least one marked neighbour and one 8-connected component 
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of skeletal pixels in its neighbourhood. Cluster simplification is performed in both arrays 
and terminates as soon as no more deletable pixels exist in the cluster. The pixels still 
marked as branch points in the surviving skeleton are checked to verify whether cluster 
simplification has changed them into normal points. If this is the case the marker is 
removed from them. 

The hierarchical decomposition algorithm is outlined below. 

1. Set hierarchy level L=1. 
2. Identify the current peripheral components (branches and loops) 
3. While tracing-and-deleting all peripheral components, compute quantitative features, 

vectorise the components and assign them to level L of the hierarchy. 
4. Simplify clusters of branch points 
5. L=L+1 
6. Repeat 2.-4. as far as new peripheral components are created 
7. Display the skeleton hierarchy and stop. 

The performance of the decomposition algorithm is shown in Figure 3, where loops 
and branches of the skeleton are labelled with the integers denoting the hierarchy level 
they belong to. The hierarchy consists of three levels. 

Figure 3. Integers assigned to the skeletal pixels denote the levels of the hierarchy. 

Conclusion 

A method to decompose a skeleton into basic parts has been illustrated. Its 
implementation requires the iteration of tracing-and-deleting, accomplished in a parallel 
fashion on the subsets of the skeleton recognised as currently peripheral. The number of 
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found loops is equal to the to the number of holes in the object represented by the 
skeleton, each loop surrounding one hole of the object. At each iteration, the currently 
peripheral skeleton components are vectorised; they are individually characterised by 
quantitative features and are assigned to the same hierarchy level. Components at the 
same level can also be ranked according to one of the quantitative features. 

The vectorisation of the skeleton, accomplished during its decomposition, allows 
one to store the skeleton in compact form and can facilitate successive tasks, e.g., 
matching for recognition purposes. 
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